Main Event: Pluto by Pauline MacRae
Pluto is a dwarf planet although when it was discovered by Clyde Tombaugh in 1930 it
was
considered to have the same mass and size as our Earth. Improved methods of
measuring
found Pluto to be just 0.2% the mass of our Earth and smaller than our Moon. (1)
(1)

There are over 1000 Kuiper Belt Objects of which Pluto is one. It lost its planetary
status after Eris was discovered and both became dwarf planets according to the
International Astronomical Union rules.
New Horizons was launched in 2006 to study Pluto and the mini icy worlds making up
the third zone of the Solar System. We had never seen what Pluto looked like until the
spacecraft resolved the pixilated image taken by the Hubble and revealed its now
iconic feature of its heart (2) which is one of the most extraordinary geological
discoveries in the Solar System and unique to Pluto.
(2)

The left side of the heart is called Sputnik Planitia and is a deep basin flled with
mostly nitrogen ice, a little methane ice with a sprinkling of CO ice. At these
temperatures these ices can fow. Only tiny amounts of heat are required at the cold
temperatures of Pluto to get the nitrogen ice moving. The basin may have been
created by an impact or by the build-up of ice which then depressed the ground
beneath. However, Sputnik Planitia’s position almost directly opposite but on the other
side of Charon, which also happens to be tidally locked with Pluto, needs to be
explained as the chances of this happening are less than 5%. (3)
(3)

Areas of mass can move a planet or moon so that they end up on the equator; areas of
negative mass will end up at the poles. Charon will also have infuenced which side of
Pluto
faced its moon. When Pluto was young, Charon will have orbited Pluto raising solid
body tides
in Pluto. Once the area of mass (Sputnik Planitia) had moved towards the equator, the
tidal
bulges would pass over it slowing Charon down until one of the bulges got stuck over
Sputnik
Planitia and locked Charon into place.

However, if Sputnik Planitia was just an impact crater flled with nitrogen ice, it
wouldn’t be heavy enough to make Pluto fall over but if the impact also melted the
water ice crust then because liquid water is heavier than water ice, that would create
an area of mass which subsequently moved towards the equator. Pluto therefore may
have a subsurface ocean.
The right side of the heart is an upland area 2-4 km above Sputnik Planitia (4) and is
covered in a thin veneer of nitrogen ice which is very bright and is why the heart shape
is seen so
distinctly despite the two sides being so diferent. The covering of nitrogen ice has
eroded the region as it fows back down the ridges and crater walls and into the
nitrogen sea as nitrogen glaciers carrying hills of water ice broken of the upland
region. Being less dense than the nitrogen sea, they foat and get stuck at the edges of
the convicting cells.
(4)

Due to Pluto’s tilt of 120° there are extreme climatic changes where so much of the icy
surface can sublimate that there is enough atmospheric pressure to allow nitrogen ice
to melt into liquid nitrogen perhaps forming lakes in the past (5).
(5)

Further to the right the landscape morphs into what has been called bladed terrain,
(6) which look like giant knives soaring, may meters into the sky. They are made of
methane that has sublimated into spiky structures similar to penitents found on Earth,
which are formed from the evaporation of water from snowfelds along the equator.
(6)

Wright Mons (7) is a large structure with a central deep hole from which an icy slurry
may have erupted and perhaps recently as there are almost no impact craters on its
fanks.
(7)

Other areas show erosion as methane is sublimated from the higher ground, there are
strange halo craters the white rims covered in bright methane, strange fretted terrain
with blocks divided by dark valleys and the north polar region, which has degraded
canyons and
valleys suggesting a very old region that may have been subject to tectonic stresses
early in Pluto’s history.
The atmosphere shows layers and appears highly structured. It is a photochemical
smog generated by methane and other molecules being processed by UV light in
sunlight to tiny reddish smoke like particles called tholins. The particle size is perfect
for scattering light to give a blue sky! (8)
(8)

There are fve moons, all named for the underworld. Charon (9) is the largest and
almost exactly Pluto’s size. It is covered with water ice, has a dark pole probably due
to tholins and a bright fractured equator perhaps caused by its subsurface ocean
freezing splitting open the surface as the forming ice expanded.

(9)

Nix and Hydra are about 40 km long and rotate chaotically, Kerberos and Styx are
about 10-12 km long. All are named for characters and places in the underworld
although Nix and Hydra’
initials also stand for New Horizons.
All the moons formed from a giant impact on Pluto and coalesced from the debris
produced giving them bright water ice crusts, high rotation rates and circular orbits
making them
unlikely to be Kuiper Belt Objects.
The next target is 2014 MU69 (10) which will be reached 01/01/19. Pluto is
extraordinary with its convecting nitrogen ice sea and fowing glaciers making it
another active world in the Solar System.
(10)

Pluto is well named as god of the underworld for it has been in the underworld for a
long,
long time until the New Horizons mission stripped away its cloak of distance revealing
its face for the frst time. Although expected to have a few surprises, their full extent
was unexpected and unprecedented for such a small world so far from the Sun.

